Two inmates hold hostages in Michigan penitentiary

Associated Press

YPILANTI, Mich. — Two inmates scheduled for transfer from one maximum-security prison to another bolted from their cells yesterday and took three employees and another inmate hostage at knifepoint, authorities said.

Two guards, a kitchen supervisor and a food service worker in the kitchen where the inmates were working, were watching the inmates at the time, a civilian female worker, escaped, authorities said.

The hostages had not been harmed and three negotiators were talking to the inmates by walkie-talkie, said Gail Light, spokeswoman for the Michigan Department of Corrections.

"I think they (negotiators) feel confident that it's going fairly well and they will get out of the situation OK," Light said.

State police put a special weapons team on standby and the Federal Aviation Administration banned flights over the area.

Late yesterday, one of the 362 prisoners at the same prison held a female security guard at knifepoint. See INMATES, page 6
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The footballs were flying on the quad yesterday, but one fell short of Junior Brian Cox's hands. Cox and roommate John Krueger took a time out during the first day of classes in order to engage in some snow football.

Deficit-reduction law triggers federal spending cutbacks

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A $1.17 billion first-trimester entitlement to a balanced budget would be triggered under a new deficit-reduction law yesterday.

But federal workers and some agencies, that some workers might be encouraged to take early retirements and that a plan was being studied for reduced hours in national parks.

"I think it's going to be weeks, if not months, before agencies know for sure the ultimate effect on personnel," said Constance Horner, director of the Office of Personnel Management.

But other administration officials said there would be "furloughs" at some agencies, that some workers might be encouraged to take early retirements and that a plan was being studied for reduced hours in national parks.

"I think it's going to be weeks, if not months, before agencies know for sure the ultimate effect on personnel," said Constance Horner, director of the Office of Personnel Management.

However, she suggested that this measure would be given "an additional amount of time" so that "it might be preferable to straight spending cuts" for the government's term's for being laid off.

Shultz urges military retaliation

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The United States risks having "a policy of paralysis" unless it is willing to take risks, Secretary of State George P. Shultz said yesterday.

"We cannot let the ambiguities of the terrorist threat reduce us to total impotence," Shultz said in a speech to the Pentagon sponsored by the Army War College. "We must not allow the moment, its threat and power are helpful, to keep up the pressure on state-sponsored terrorism," he said.

"Other people's troubles would amount to an admission that, with all our awareness and all our power, we are helpless to defend our citizens, our interests, and our values; this is simply not acceptable," he said.

Shultz, one of the Reagan administration's strongest advocates of using military power against terrorism, made the remarks in a speech to the Pentagon-sponsored "Conference on Low-Intensity Warfare," at which Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger spoke Tuesday night.

Weinberger has stressed the importance of waiting for an absolutely clear terrorist target and approaching military steps with caution normally against well-armed nations like Libya.

But Shultz said, "It must be clearly and unequivocally the policy of the United States to fight back. The United States should not always withdraw such action until situations develop "with certainty and clarity," he said.

Shultz's words were aimed not only at Libya, but at Nicaragua, where rebels aided by the Reagan administration are trying to overthrow the Sandinista government.

Although the Libyan fighters-two Soviet-made MIG-25s—made no strafing moves toward the Navy plane, two U.S. F-16B jet fighters were scrambled from the carrier Coral Sea to intercept if necessary.

Shultz said he had questioned cutbacks in aid to Nicaragua and he slept in the gymnastics room.

"Ed was a legend in his own right," said Steven Cermak, an assistant to Kazmierczak. "For the past 27 years, every freshman had to go through Ed in order to earn their F.C. credits. He really loved the students."

"Ed ran everything at the Rock," Cermak said. "I don't know how they are going to replace him. It will probably take several people to actually take over his job since he put so much of his own time into his work. He often put in 12 to 16 hours a day when actually he was only getting paid for 8 hours of work. He really loved his job."

Cermak recalled an incident in which Rockne Memorial was more than a football field. "In the winter of '77-'78, South Bend was hit by a blizzard while classes were in session. Rather than shut down the Rock, Ed actually lived in the Rock for almost the entire week. We brought him food from the South Dining Hall and he slept in the gymnasium room."

Kazmierczak was born in South Bend in 1931 and was a lifelong area resident. He attended Saint Joseph's High School. At the age of 27, he started working at Rockne Memorial. A mass will be celebrated in his memory by Father Andre Leville tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Sacred Heart Church.
**In Brief**

A proposal to expand obligations of independent auditors, first unveiled by a senior partner of the Price Waterhouse accounting firm during a Dec. 10 Notre Dame lecture, is receiving major attention from executives across the nation and has been described in their Bureau of National Affairs newsletter as the "Notre Dame proposal." Joseph Costello, managing partner in the New York office of the "Big Eight" accounting firm, formally unveiled his firm's proposal that "independent auditors would have to evaluate a client's financial condition as well as its financial position and would have to identify symptoms within a company's business environment that would indicate a higher risk of management fraud." *The Observer*

**Suite Museum** officials have received a collection of drawings which have been described as the "most significant group of drawings ever presented to the University of Notre Dame." The collection of Old Master through 19th century drawings represents works of several noted Italian and French artists. Jack Reilly, who received degrees at Notre Dame in 1969 and 1971, acquired the collection which was formed by the late John Minor Wisdom. It is on a long-term loan as a promised gift and is being prepared for a fall exhibit. *The Observer*

Jon Olansen, junior aerospace engineering major at Notre Dame, has assumed command of the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Program cadets for the spring semester. Olansen's responsibilities as corps commander include the planning and operation of all corps activities. In addition, he will be responsible for the professional conduct of all corps members.* The Observer*

**Daniel Costello,** professor of electrical engineering at Notre Dame, has received a fellowship of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Costello joined the Notre Dame faculty this fall after 16 years of teaching and research at the Illinois Institute of Technology. He received master's and doctoral degrees from Notre Dame and was visiting professor at the University two years ago. His research specialty is in digital communications.* The Observer*

**Dorm Collections** for Kevin Hurley raised $1,528.20. The check was sent to the Kevin Hurley Trust Fund on Dec. 13 by Notre Dame Student Body President Bill Healy.* The Observer*

**Lawful, not violent actions are the way to fight terrorists**

It's an ordinary, busy day, just like any other. People wait patiently in lines, parents trying to quiet their cranky children. Others hurry, by anxious, to get quickly wherever they are going. Families and friends greet each other or wave goodbye.

Suddenly the busy peacefulness is shattered by a blast of machine gun fire. There is a confused scramble, and suddenly the hotel, or airport terminal, or shopping mall, has been transformed into a scene of bloody bodies lying in comforted postures, screams and cries coming from the injured, and faces white with shock and fear.

As horrific as this scenario is, it has become one solution too frequently to riddle any longer. Terrorism is here, and it shows no signs of going away. In fact, its reality is more apparent than ever as 1985 was a record year for terrorist activity, with hundreds falling victim to the fanatics of violence.

No person, no matter how helpless, seemed exempt, as the deaths of wheelchair-bound Leon Klinghoffer and 11-year-old Natasha Simpson showed. No place, whether on land, in the sea, or even on the high seas was off limits. The ugly specter of terrorism is creeping closer than ever before, and it may be a matter of time before New York and Chicago become just as likely terrorist targets as Rome, Vienna or Frankfurt.

Even though terrorism has not yet really hit home for many Americans, it is beginning to arouse a deep-seated fear and a justifiable fear for those who are most often its prime target. America is neither as naive as united as it was in the burst of outrage when Klinghoffer was killed or when the hostages were taken in Iran. And few of Reagan's statements are as popular as "You can run but you can't hide."

Terrorism presents such a deep chord of fear because it is so unpredictable - you never have any idea when it is going to happen, or how, or to whom. You can never be 100 percent sure that it will not strike you right where you are. Its perpetrators are as just unfaithful, shadowy figures always hidden and usually a step away from those trying to catch them.

But because of its growing boldness and increasing appeal as a convenient way to buy publicity, terrorism has become one of the most serious problems the world faces today.

It has become impossible to ignore. And it seems just as impossible to escape.

We can cancel our trips to Europe, we can avoid flying, we can beef up security until traveling becomes a major hassle. We can even try to shake off ourselves indoors and not risk getting anywhere. But that won't solve the problem.

Retaliation is no better a solution in the long run. Israel's stance, as expressed in the words of Prime Minister Shimon Peres, "Whoever injures us, we will injure," has gotten it nowhere except into an escalating cycle of revenge - two eyes for an eye, 150 dead bodies for 100 dead bodies.

What's left? Giving in to the demands of the cowards who kill innocent people? That would be the ultimate defeat.

It seems to be a problem without an answer.

But there's one thing we cannot do. We cannot stoop to the level of barbarians and let our appetite for revenge go wild. However furious we might be at Syria for aiding terrorists, bombing some nebulus target would only fuel their hostility and give somebody an excuse for hijacking another plane.

However nettling the taunts of Assammar Khaldy may be, taking military action against Libya would only kill more innocent people and contribute a little more to the breakdown of civilization and lead to more terrorism.

Such hatred and indiscriminate violence can only be countered with level-headed sanctions and fair, lawful punishment wherever possible. Nations need to cooperate much more closely in leveling economic sanctions against those countries that support terrorism. The media should be made much more aware of its coverage of publicity hungry terrorists and their activities. And the United States should think seriously about its policy of unilaterally supporting one Middle Eastern country at the expense of many others.

Those who kill others and lose their own lives to revenge - two eyes for an eye, 150 dead bodies for 100 dead bodies - cannot do. We cannot stoop to the level of barbarians and let our appetite for revenge go wild. However furious we might be at Syria for aiding terrorists, bombing some nebulous target would only fuel their hostility and give somebody an excuse for hijacking another plane.

However nettling the taunts of Assammar Khaldy may be, taking military action against Libya would only kill more innocent people and contribute a little more to the breakdown of civilization and lead to more terrorism.

Such hatred and indiscriminate violence can only be countered with level-headed sanctions and fair, lawful punishment wherever possible. Nations need to cooperate much more closely in leveling economic sanctions against those countries that support terrorism. The media should be made much more aware of its coverage of publicity hungry terrorists and their activities. And the United States should think seriously about its policy of unilaterally supporting one Middle Eastern country at the expense of many others.

Those who kill others and lose their own lives to revenge - two eyes for an eye, 150 dead bodies for 100 dead bodies - cannot do. We cannot stoop to the level of barbarians and let our appetite for revenge go wild. However furious we might be at Syria for aiding terrorists, bombing some nebulous target would only fuel their hostility and give somebody an excuse for hijacking another plane.

However nettling the taunts of Assammar Khaldy may be, taking military action against Libya would only kill more innocent people and contribute a little more to the breakdown of civilization and lead to more terrorism.

Such hatred and indiscriminate violence can only be countered with level-headed sanctions and fair, lawful punishment wherever possible. Nations need to cooperate much more closely in leveling economic sanctions against those countries that support terrorism. The media should be made much more aware of its coverage of publicity hungry terrorists and their activities. And the United States should think seriously about its policy of unilaterally supporting one Middle Eastern country at the expense of many others.
Columbia landing scheduled early; NASA tightens shuttle timetable

Associated Press

SPACE CENTER, Houston - Columbia's hardluck astronauts, 25 days late getting up, one day early coming down, and unable to meet all their scientific goals, stowed equipment yesterday to prepare for the shuttle's first Florida landing in nearly a year.

The $500 million flight was set to end after four days in orbit with a landing at 8:28 this morning at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The mission had been scheduled to last until tomorrow, but National Aeronautics and Space Administration officials decided to end it early to avoid cloudy weather tomorrow and on Saturday.

End after four days in orbit with a landing at 8:28 this morning at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The mission had been scheduled to last until tomorrow, but National Aeronautics and Space Administration officials decided to end it early to avoid cloudy weather tomorrow and on Saturday.

One major experiment of the flight was planned for execution during the landing itself. An infrared camera mounted in the shuttle's tail was designed to measure temperatures on top of Columbia while it burns through the atmosphere on its way back to Earth.

Mission commander Robert Gibson and his six crewmates spent most of yesterday packing equipment and turning off electronics to prepare for the landing.

They talked briefly with Costa Rica president Luis Alberto Monge Alvarez. The call was in honor of Costa Rica president Luis Alberto Monge Alvarez. The call was in honor of astronaut Franklin Chang Diaz, a native of Costa Rica who is the first Hispanic-American to fly in space.

FAMOUS RUSSIAN COMEDIAN

"I LOVE AMERICA BECAUSE THERE'S PLENTY OF LITE BEER, AND YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND A PARTY. IN RUSSIA, PARTY ALWAYS FINDS YOU."

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER, AND LESS.

Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

College to offer 'roots'

Special to the Observer

"Spiritual Roots," a series of reflections on works on, by or about women who have shaped the spiritual life of others, is a new program offered by Saint Mary's Center for Spirituality.

The presentations will take place each Wednesday, Jan 22 through June 10, from 12:15 to 1:15 p.m. in Stapleton Lounge of Le Mans Hall. The public is welcome to attend any or all talks at no charge.

Following is the schedule of speakers and the works they have chosen:

Jan. 22: Rita Burns, "In Memory of Her" by Elizabeth Schuler Floreza

Jan. 29: Ann Kimble Louis, "The Habit of Being" by Flannery O'Connor

Feb. 2: Paula McLean, "On Children and Death" by Elizabeth Kübler-Ross

Feb. 12: Gail Mandell, "Memento Mori" by Muriel Spark

Feb. 19: Sister Francis Bernard, "Reform of the Church," by Sister Joan Chisnall

Feb. 26: Mary Feely, "The Illusion of God's Missing Children"

March 5: Mary Elizabeth DePauw, "In A Different Voice" by Carol Gilligan

March 12: Sister Regina Coll, "The Color Purple" by Alice Walker

Dorm thefts over holidays not excessive

By MARK PANKOWSKI
Assistant News Editor

Beefed up security at Notre Dame resulted in fewer reported thefts on campus during Christmas break, according to Director of Security Rex Rakow.

There was only one report of theft occurring during the holidays at Notre Dame, compared to approximately six to eight during the same period last year, Rakow said.

In order to bolster campus security, uniformed officers were used this year instead of people hired temporarily as hall monitors, Rakow said.

"We think that really made the difference," he said.

Unlike Notre Dame, however, security at Saint Mary's remained unchanged from last year, according to Chlebek, who said he couldn't recall any reported thefts during the Christmas break last year.

Both security departments had officers patrolling dorms and the campus grounds during the holidays.

Eight persons per shift patrolled dorms at Notre Dame, Rakow said, and extra officers were added to patrol the grounds. At Saint Mary's, security officers periodically went through each dorm, checking to make sure doors were locked.

The two holiday thefts reported at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's were similar in that the perpetrator in both instances did not gain entrance by breaking in.

In the case at Notre Dame, in which a stereo of unspecified value was reported stolen from a fourth-floor room in Cavanaugh Hall, someone is believed to have used a key to enter, Rakow said.

No one has been apprehended in the crime, though Security is working on several leads in the case, he said.

In the theft at Saint Mary's, in which a typewriter ($300) was reported stolen from a study carrel In McCandless Hall, someone is suspected of either using a pass key or entering through an unlocked door, Chlebek said.

Because the fifth-floor study carrel door was reportedly found locked, there is a possibility the woman reporting the typewriter theft was mistaken, he said.

"She can't recall that it (the typewriter) was actually in there," said Chlebek.

There are no suspects in the case and the investigation is pending further developments, he said.
Saint Mary's galleries set to exhibit contemporary artwork next week

Special to the Observer

Works of two contemporary artists will be on display at Saint Mary's Jan. 24 through Feb. 21. Donald Furst's lithographs, intaglio prints, drawings and monotypes will be shown in Moreau Gallery; and Stephen Lowery's constructions, paintings and drawings will be displayed in the Little Theater Gallery.

Furst's prints have been described as "serene, yet disquieting," and as having a "wispy, dream-like manner which goes beyond reality." His most recent works are a group of bedroom interiors created during a residency at the MacDowell Colony in New Hampshire.

His work has been displayed in numerous one-man shows during the past few years, including at the College of William and Mary in Virginia, State University of New York, Geneseo; Biola University, La Mirada, Calif.; and Funny Garver Gallery, Madison, Wisconsin.

Ivitational exhibits have included the American Graphic Artists traveling exhibit in China; Architectural Images, World Print Council, Traveling exhibit in China; Architecture Workshop; and The Hub Gallery in Chicago. The exhibitors are a few of the artists Lowery currently teaches at Aurora (Ill.) University.

Lowery's work portrays "ic urban landscape, primarily through the use of the images of faces and cars. Through his painted constructions, pencil or ink drawings or paintings, his figures interact with and against man-made environments. His silent screaming contours elicit an amused yet uneasy response from the viewer.

He has shown his work at Kankakee Community College; Prairie State College; The Beverly Art Center in Chicago; The Contemporary Art Workshop; and The Hubbard Gallery in Chicago. The exhibit by Artists of Chicago and Vicinity, the Rutgers University National Drawing Exhibition, the Mid America Biennial in Owensboro, Ky.; the Great Lakes Regional in Cleveland; the Hoyt National Painting Show in New Castle, Penn.; and Michiana Regional are a few of the juried exhibitions in which he has participated.

Born in Muncie, Ind., in 1945, Lowery received his B.F.A. degree from Herron School of Art and his M.F.A from Tulane University. He currently teaches at Aurora (Ill.) University.

The exhibitors are open to the public at no charge. The public is also welcome to attend an opening reception from 7 to 9 p.m. tomorrow in the Little Theater Gallery. Lowery will give a public lecture at 10:30 a.m. Saturday in Room 252 Moreau Hall.

Gallery hours are Monday through Friday, 9:30 a.m. to noon and 1 to 3 p.m.; and Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.
King remembered by the country during commemoration of holiday

Associated Press

The Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. was honored on his 57th birthday Wednesday by schoolchildren and politicians, ministers and celebrities, who remembered the slain civil rights leader in ceremonies from his home state of Georgia to Hawaii.

South African Bishop Desmond Tutu, who, like King, won a Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to end racial inequality, told about 1,500 people at a Philadelphia luncheon that "no one can ever be truly free unless all are free.

"Thank God for Martin," Tutu said, "he was a giant among women and men, thank God for his vision, thank God for his moral and physical courage. He laid down his life for his friends," said Tutu, who is fighting to end apartheid in South Africa.

The federal government has designated Jan. 20 as a national holiday to commemorate King, who was slain April 4, 1968, while standing on the balcony of a Memphis, Tenn., motel.

"This is the seventh year in Pennsylvania that we’ve celebrated this holiday and every year it gets stronger," Lieutenant Governor Wil­liam Scranton told Tutu. "The dream of freedom can become reality, and it will come true for South Africa."

In Atlanta, Coretta Scott King joined most of Georgia’s top state of­ficials at the state Capitol to unveil a plaque commemorating the first King national holiday. The festivities began with the Morehouse College Glee Club singing "Happy Birthday Dr. King."

Mrs. King called on residents of her late husband’s home state to celebrate King’s life by honoring his dream of a “spirit of brotherhood and cooperation in the nation.”

Also in Atlanta, the Reverend Jesse Jackson accused Reagan of grabbing the spotlight on King’s birthday and contributing to a distorted image of his legacy.

Speaking from the pulpit of the Ebenezer Baptist Church, King’s church, Jackson said Reagan was "the same man who didn’t support the boycott in Montgomery, he was old enough. The same man who didn’t support the sit-ins in Greensboro - he was old enough. The same man, he didn’t support the freedom riders. The same man, didn’t support the march from Selma to Montgomery. Same man, per­sonally implied Dr. King was a com­munist."

Louisiana Governor Edwin Edwards told black leaders at a Capitol gathering that the holiday honoring King "is a time for every state in our great nation to renew its commitment to achieve positive so­cial change through the use of non­violent means.

Virginia state Senator Benjamin J. Lambert III said in a speech in Rich­mond that "King set an excellent ex­ample for this nation and this world."

In Los Angeles, Heisman Trophy­winning halfback Mike Garrett wept as he spoke at a breakfast, recalling how he met King at a University of Southern California rally in 1965 and was swept up into the civil rights movement.

In Hawaii, there was a wreath­laying ceremony at National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific, featuring a joint military service color guard, gospel singing, band music and speakers. King’s writings were read during a ceremony at the Pearl Harbor Naval Station Chapel.
Inmates

continued from page 1

inmates for more than 10 hours, apparently angered at the medical care they were receiving. State police forced their way into the cell and the guard was released. There were no injuries.

Light said yesterday’s incident apparently was touched off by the frustration of convicted armed robber Namon Travis, 40, who failed to quash a transfer across state to the

Budget

continued from page 1

Federal personnel reductions, Treasury Secretary James A. Baker III said he believed the imposition of across-the-board reductions was fair and would accomplish cuts in some popular programs that Congress would never go along with otherwise.

“I am saying we are going to get serious about that we never would have gotten,” Baker said in an interview with The Associated Press. Baker also discounted fears of some economists that wholesale spending reductions caused by the new budget-balancing law could damage the economy. “I don’t think cutting spending is going to cause a recession,” he said.

Whatever personnel cuts are made among civilian agencies, there won’t be any in the military. That’s because of a presidential decision to shield them from the cutsback.

Social Security payments also are exempted from the cuts, while Medicare and other health-care programs face reductions of only 1 percent. But few other federal programs were spared from the budget knife.

Among the cuts outlined on yesterday’s OMB-CBO report was a $142.5 million reduction in revenue sharing funds for local governments.

Mass transit systems around the country likely will see their federal subsidies reduced. The Urban Mass Transportation Administration’s budget of $3.5 billion will be cut by 4.3 percent, officials said.

Bouvier Whyte, the agency’s spokesman, said it has yet to be determined how the cuts will be distributed, but that most of the $149 million reduction will mean cuts in money for transit operation or construction.

Meanwhile, at the Federal Aviation Administration, tight travel and hiring restrictions have been imposed, although officials said plans to hire additional air traffic controllers and aviation inspectors as well as security specialists will not be affected.

Some $79 million will be trimmed from the $1.4 billion federal student aid program, including $9.6 million from guaranteed student college loans and $95.7 million from other student aid programs, under the cutbacks.

In addition, students applying for the loans will be charged a loan origination fee of 5.5 percent, up from the current 5 percent fee.

Some $6,000 students will lose federal scholarships called Pell Grants next fall as the family income cutoff drops by $1,000 to $24,000.

The deficit projection of $220.5 billion — an average between the OMB and CBO estimates — was nearly $50 billion above the $172 billion target set by the Gramm-Rudman act for fiscal 1986.
Choosing a long distance company is a lot like choosing a roommate.

It's better to know what they're like before you move in.

Living together with someone for the first time can be an "educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company isn't any different. Because some companies may not give you all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have to spend a certain amount before you qualify for their special volume discounts. With some others, voice quality may vary.

But when you choose AT&T, there won’t be any surprises when you move in. You'll get the same high-quality, trouble-free service you're used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day Rate—so you can talk during the times you can relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers. Operator assistance and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree on.

Reach out and touch someone."
A changed grading system would be more accurate

The blacks of South Africa have given everyone serious reservations about ending apartheid. The chief reason is their own record of failures.

Chris Edwards

guest column

Perhaps the best reason to deny them political power over all of South Africa is their demonstrated inability to effectively run the individual homelands. The various tribes elect their own governments in these homelands and the Pretoria government gives them autonomy to run them. And, run them they do right into the ground. There is no excuse for the failure of these homeland governments to develop the vast mineral resources in the homelands (including one of the richest deposits of platinum in the world), nor is there any excuse for the lack of productive agriculture and farming in homelands that receive more than adequate rainfall. These opportunities are literally right under their noses, yet they fail to take advantage of them.

We have also heard of the high infant mortality rates among the blacks. It is the responsibility of the homeland governments to provide adequate health programs for their respective territories. The failure of the black governments to address these concerns and provide the necessary medical care, is tantamount to neglect and control of dysentery which compounds the problem.

We have also been told of the inequity of job opportunities. Let us face it, preparation for such job opportunities starts with an education. Education starts in the homeland. The homeland governments fail to run even a moderately useful education system (much less one that will truly prepare their own people for productive economic advancement). The white government has given all them the latitude needed to run their own school systems. The homeland governments just cannot do it. If money was the problem, they should have been able to attract the necessary agricultural potential of their own territories. Government control is a great need for the blacks in Africa and a vast market for minerals in developed nations.

These problems are not exclusive to only one or two homelands. They persist in all of them. There is no excuse for all homeland governments being so inept or incapable of meeting these tasks. It is unrealistic to think the blacks could run the entire nation of South Africa if they cannot even run their own little homeland.

As for the controversy over carrying passes that tell their whole life story, the truth must come out. It can be hidden no longer. South Africa employs millions of black workers from neighboring nations. To distinguish a legitimate black worker from an "illegal (black) alien" the pass must be carried. It is the only way to make the job market from illegal aliens that would otherwise drive down the price of the black man's labor. Without such protection the South African job market the native population would lose its potential advantage to competing foreign labor. Passes are not meant to suppress anyone except those that would take jobs from those who deserve them. As for all the information included in the passes, they must be detailed to remain competitive. In a country where passes are only a very detailed version of American "green cards" carried by foreigners working in the United States. We should not be surprised by a government capable of finding out so much about its people. Just consider how much information our own government would acquire just from our little nine-digit Social Security number.

People who support the blacks in their drive to end apartheid have promised unrealistic pressure. Pressure to bring about a more radical change in South Africa is like "talking with the wind". How many people realize that if one considers the plus and minus grade ranges separately and the fiat letter grade ranges separately, these groups of both coalitions. Hard line stand must fall away to practical negotiations in order to achieve a working society.

With these considerations in mind, it is obvious that it will be no easy task to please everyone. Great national and international achievements require great effort, dedication and perhaps a bit of sacrifice from everyone. Let us face it, the "white" side is a non-black coalition. Let us face it, the "black" side is facing non-white (and other minorities such as the Coloreds, Indians, Malayan, Pakastanies, Afrikaaner and even Jews. In it is not so much a "white" side as it is a non-black coalition.

With these considerations in mind, it is obvious that it will be no easy task to please everyone. Great national and international achievements require great effort, dedication and perhaps a bit of sacrifice from everyone. Let us face it, the "white" side is a non-black coalition.
I had the advantage, and I am convinced that it was exactly that, of growing up in the 60's and having attended Berkeley to the final years of the '60s type of student activism. A thought which began to strike me then and which has only been strengthened since is how very traditional, and in that sense conservative, radical student activism really was within the American context.

Kern R. Treambah

guest column

Perhaps the most obvious traditional element of the '60s activism, and thus the way in which they were cut from the same cloth as those against whom they rebelled, were their short haircuts. In the battles of student against university, the student was usually as unable to project beyond tomorrow as were the government's own foreign policies. In both cases, refusal to consider the future implications of policies and activities because of the perceived need to "do something quickly" resulted in failed policies, in a lack of confidence in those making policy and in a deterioration in the creative genius of those willing to participate in policy formulation. The latter result was the most serious of all, of course, because it guaranteed a perpetuation of short-sightedness well into the future. I am not sure that things have changed much within some of the current and quite appropriate discussions concerning Notre Dame's investment responsibilities towards South Africa.

While there have been many catalysts for these thoughts, one in particular was a Viewpoint which appeared in the March 17 edition of the Notre Dame. This was a response to a February 25 Editorial of the same newspaper which criticized black economic influence in South Africa, and suggested that by selling products to that nation, Notre Dame is complicit in perpetuating economic dependency. The author of the original response was a student who suggested that the university should divest itself of all economic relationships with South Africa.

This letter is directed toward all students. It is directed toward all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.

Kern R. Treambah is a visiting assistant professor in the Department of Theology at Notre Dame.

P.O. Box Q

Administration hinders students with its rules

Dear Editor:

We do not believe that the administration has this right to intrude upon our living habits. This is a blatant violation of our rights as human beings. While I lived under my roof, I would have followed her rules no matter how childish they were, but now that I have moved out, I deserve to live the way I want. If Notre Dame feels the same way, maybe it's time to move out as well.

Kevin M. O'Connell

Student Activities Office

Student Activities requests suggestions

Dear Editor:

This letter is directed toward all students. OK! We give: What kind of activities (excluding alcoholic or "superstar" events) do you really want?

Joe Neal
Adelphi Lamar
Cell Paulson
Aly Kizer

Student Activities Office

P.O. Box Q

Investment protests resemble past activism
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Mary Healy
Viewpoint Editor
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Rebels with a cause

GERTIE WIMMER
features copy editor

If you ever felt like being a rebel?
Did you ever think about going against your family, your friends and the norms of society just to satisfy yourself?
If you haven't, then you've probably never considered becoming a nun either.

It may sound surprising, but being a nuns is, "woman religious," in the Holy Cross Vocation Director Sister Pat McCabe refers to it, involves a lot more than one might suspect, even with several years of Catholic schooling. And not all of it is "conservative."

Michelle Tep, 26, a canonical novice with the Sisters of the Holy Cross, spent last summer in Appalachia, although she used to be a "mild-mannered" third grade teacher in South Bend. She doesn't think her decision to become a nun is conservative at all.

"It's real different, a real novelty, not the norm at all," she said. "And besides, I'm happy." It isn't as though Tep led a sheltered life before her decision, either. A lifelong South Bend resident, she went to school at Ball State, where she received her teaching degree. Ball State is where she also got engaged.

"It wasn't fulfilling my needs, though. I didn't want to be tied down to one person. Religious life lets me live with different people, and to 'marry' many people."

"I never grew up thinking about it," she said. "But something was missing in my life, so I talked to Sr. McCabe about what I hoped would be a passing phase."

But McCabe told her it wasn't. She suggested Tep begin pre-postulant training, just to familiarize her with the community. Tep tried this for a year and a half. Compared to her life before this training, in which she just "did time in Church," Tep said she learned how to appreciate her prayer time under the instruction of Sister Pat Gans, her spiritual director.

"High family and personal pressure usually leads young women into careers. But once they've tasted that independence, many of them find that their lives lack purpose. They have been disillusioned by the success ethic that our society has."

McCabe characterized the '80s as an age of broken commitments, which is why the order prefers that the life of nun, this one is completely based on fiction, she said.

"In order to join the community, one has to go through a pre-candidacy program, which is one of discernment. We make sure they have an experienced spiritual director to help them with their prayer lives."

In addition to this preparation, there are a series of psychological tests, which are screening tests, for it takes a very balanced personality to adjust to the community life and work.

The Sisters of the Holy Cross are not removed from their lay community, though. McCabe, for example, lives on the 5th floor of Saint Mary's Regina Hall.

"It's a kind of evangelization," she explained. "We are trying to reach out to young adult age groups, not quite asking them to share our life, but inviting them to think about it." McCabe finds that here is a pastoral ministry, a ministry of presence. "We get in on all the action. We meet people on their own turf."

Tep recalls her family's reaction to her decision. "It was on my birthday, my mom cried, my grandmother slapped her hands, and my six brothers and sisters just sat there. They had no clue I was thinking about this. But after the shock they were very supportive. I think they thought it was just the idea that I was OK. They are real proud of me. That's one thing I've always known, I have a real close family."

Tep's friends were less understanding, she said. Most of them were non-Catholics, and they still have problems adjusting to her decision. "A lot of them couldn't understand why I'd choose to do it. What can't see is that I didn't really choose it. God chose me for it."

Jerry Buck
AP entertainment writer

The new daily information-entertainment series "America" is quite a change for Sarah Purcell after the more leisurely pace of "Real People."

Purcell and McLean Stevenson are co-hosts of "America," which goes by satellite Monday through Friday (plus a weekend wrapup) to 115 stations across the country. It's a sister show to "Entertainment Tonight," which also is produced by Paramount.

The one-hour show, which emphasizes people, places and events, is taped before a studio audience. It's designed to lead in to the late-afternoon local news.

"It's not quite live," said Purcell.

"Sometimes we just make the satellite. We start taping at 9 a.m. so that we have a little extra time in case something breaks down before the satellite feed at 11 a.m. It's the most complicated show Paramount has ever undertaken. Technically it's much more difficult than "Real People." We don't have time to rehearse. We don't have the staff of 'Good Morning America,' but we're trying to do that kind of show."

The show made its debut in September and is still shaking down. It originally had three hosts, but Stuart Damon left the show early. Ratings in many markets have been disappointing.

The feature-oriented "America" has looked at the controversies over rating records and whether contraceptives should be available to high school students, celebrated John Philip Sousa's birthday with the marching band from the University of Southern California and covered the visit of Prince Charles and Princess Diana to the United States.

Purcell said she was approached to do "America" when it was conceived two years ago. "I was still doing 'Real People' and I said, 'Thank you, but I already have a job.' I wasn't flattered to be asked. Then three weeks later we were canceled and they called again."

"'Real People' was an five years, and one of its most popular segments was when Miss Purcell married Dr. Sandy McClintock in Hawaii - on the show. "It was a whirlwind romance," she said.

They met on the charter at a ski resort in 1983. "I was engaged to somebody else at the time, but my fiancé and I realized it wasn't going to work," she said. "I thought in the back of my head that Sandy was neat, but I didn't even have time to talk to him."
Sports Briefs

The ND Squash Club will hold a mandatory meeting for all members tonight at 7 in Room 125 of the Negaunee Science Building. Anyone interested in joining the squash team should attend. For more information call Kevin O'Shea at 283-5182.

The ND ROWing Club will hold a mandatory meeting for all ND ROWing members tonight at 7 in Room 218 of the Rockwell Memorial Building. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

Any Off-Campus student interested in playing on an ND Intramural team should contact Kevin Hamer at 272-0416 by Monday. - The Observer

An agility and fitness program is being sponsored by the ND football team. Participants will meet every Monday and Friday at 6:15 a.m. in the ACC. Anyone interested should attend a general meeting today at 5 p.m. in the football auditorium of the ACC. For more information call Julie at 239-7475.

WVF1 Sports. AM-64, will broadcast Notre Dame men's basketball and hockey action this weekend. Coverage of the ND-UCLA basketball game on Saturday will begin at 2:10 p.m. with "Let's Talk Basketball," hosted by Jim Gibbons. "A Series to Savor," a look at the Irish-Bruin rivalry, will also precede the play-by-play with Pete Pratka and Kelly Brothers. Joe Malvezzi will anchor coverage of Friday and Saturday night's ND-Michigan, Dearborn hockey series, beginning at 7:20 p.m. with "The Lefty Smith Show." - The Observer

Bengal Bouts Boxing workouts for this year's tournament will begin Monday at 4 p.m. in the Boxing Room of the ACC. All Boxing Club members and anyone interested in boxing in the Big Bend Bouts Tournament should attend. For more information call Kevin O'Shea at 283-5182.

The ND fencing team needs someone mechanically inclined who wants the opportunity to earn a monogram and call Kevin O'Shea at 283-5182. - The Observer

Cross-country skiers may rent cross-country ski equipment from the NVA, every Thursday through Sunday at the Rockwell Memorial. Skis, poles, and boots are provided and no rental is necessary. Anyone, student or staff member is interested should call 239-6100 for additional information. - The Observer

A white water rafting trip to Club over spring break is being organized by NVA. Anyone interested should attend a meeting Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Football Auditorium of the ACC. For more information call the NVA office. - The Observer

A scuba diving course consisting of 15 hours of instruction will be held by the NVA. The course is intended for anyone interested in joining the squad and will be taught by NVA student staff. Anyone interested should attend a meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. in Room 218 of the Rockwell Memorial Building. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer

Red Cross water safety courses in water safety instruction, lifeguard and lifeguard training are being offered by the NVA. For information on class times, costs and prerequisites call the NVA office in the ACC by the end of the week. - The Observer

Men's and women's volleyball tournaments are being organized by the NVA. The tournament will be a doubles competition, and both players on each team must reside in the same hall. Rosters should be turned in by Wednesday to the NVA office in the ACC. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

Men's and women's racquetball tournaments are being organized by the NVA. The elimination tournament will consist of doubles play only. Rosters should be turned in by Wednesday to the NVA office in the ACC. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

A Grad-Faculty racquetball tournament is being organized by the NVA. The elimination tournament is open to all students and staff, including grad students. Rosters should be turned in by Wednesday to the NVA office in the ACC. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

A doubles handball tournament is being organized by the NVA. The elimination tournament is open to all students and staff, including grad students. Rosters should be turned in by Wednesday to the NVA office in the ACC. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

A men's and women's track competition is being organized by the NVA. Individuals interested in signing up for the track and field events should notify the NVA office in the ACC by Wednesday. ND residence halls will be ranked by points compiled for individuals. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

An open bowling league is being organized by the NVA. Rosters for the four-week tournament must include seven names. Anyone interested in representing each team must be turned in by Wednesday to the NVA office in the ACC. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

NVA aerobics for men and women will begin Wednesday in Gym 2 of the ACC. Any interested student or staff member may call the NVA office for more information. - The Observer

NVA stretchercise, a toning, stretching, and light exercise in music to begin Jan. 23 in Gym 2 of the ACC. Classes will be held every Tuesday and Thursday from 5:15 p.m. to 6 p.m. Anyone interested may register at the first session. For more information call the NVA office: The Observer.

Classifieds

NOTICES

TIFFEN

FREE REPAIR & DELIVERY

FILTERS

TIFFEN

Tiffen Filters 4x4 Red 49 density, 77mm square (ND 1.25). Phone: 277-6045.

不足以支持阅读和理解。
Dwight Gooden named AP Athlete of the year

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Dwight Gooden led the major leagues in victories, strikeouts and earned run average in 1985. He won 14 straight games and pitched 31 consecutive scoreless innings. He became the youngest modern big leaguer to win 20 games and earned the National League Cy Young award at the earliest age of any pitcher, ever.

With all these accomplishments, what was his most memorable moment of 1985?

“When I hit the home run,” he says.

Soft-spoken and almost never given to hyperbole, the 21-year-old right hander demurs from tooting his own horn, but the numbers trumpet his success.

For his deeds, Gooden was voted The Associated Press 1985 Male Athlete of the Year, winning over Chicago Bears running back Walter Payton by a large margin. In balloting released Wednesday, Gooden received 53 votes in a nationwide poll of 221 sports writers and broadcasters. Payton had 39 votes.

There's Still Time to Prepare

FEB. 15
LSAT

The Irish Gardens
Basement of LaFortune: Enter through door near Crowley
Discount for weekend flowers ordered in advance
ORDER NOW! CALL 283-4242

Mon - Sat 12:30-5:30

NOTICE TO ALL NOTRE DAME STUDENTS

ENROLLMENT

ALL students must enroll. Students who do not enroll by Thurs., January 23, will be deleted from the Revised Class Lists. After January 23 a LATE ENROLLMENT FEE of $25.00 will be charged to add a student to the lists.

In order to enroll, you must complete a (green) ENROLLMENT form (example shown below) and give it to a clerk in the Register's Office. Keep your stamped (yellow) carbon copy of the form as proof of your enrollment. You may be asked to show it when making class changes.

To add or drop a course, a student must complete a SCHEDULE ADJUSTMENT REQUEST FORM for each change. Students who change majors may drop their old courses and add their new courses on a COURSE SELECTION FORM. The forms are available in departmental offices.

Your advisor must sign each form and each add or drop must be signed by a representative of the department offering the course. After January 23 all Schedule adjustments must also be approved by the students’ deans. Deans’ approval must be obtained for PASS/FAIL option changes at ALL times. No PASS/FAIL option changes will be honored after January 23.
ND 68, SW Texas 43

MIAMI - Notre Dame got its most convincing victory since mid-December with a 68-43 win over Southwest Texas on Jan. 4, the second day of the Miami Burger King Classic.

Notre Dame did not shoot particularly well, but outscored the Bobcats by a 53-58 margin to stay in control of the game. Keys led a balanced Irish attack with 16 points, while Botham added 11 points and stretched its lead to as many as 23 points before Miami closed the gap to six in the final minute. The Irish jumped out to a 23-6 lead in the first 10 minutes of the game, and stretched that advantage to 39-16 at the half. The Bobcats got no closer than 21 points the rest of the way.

The comfortable halftime lead enabled DiStanislao to give reserves some playing time in the second half. Every player got at least 11 minutes of action in the game.

Guard Jackie Benson led the Bobcats with 16 points, but no other player could net more than five points for Southwest Texas State. The Irish had seven players with at least six points.

DiStanislao experimented with her starting lineup in the game, inserting sophomore Beth Morrison at center in place of Botham, and sophomore Kathy Barron at guard in place of Benson. Morrison responded with seven points and five rebounds, while Barron added four points and four rebounds.

JMU 53, ND 51

MIAMI - The Irish started off 1986 with a heart-breaking 53-51 decision to James Madison on the first day of the Burger King Classic.

The Dukes took the lead for the first time since the opening minutes on a three-point play from forward Betsy Witman that put them up 30-28. They were flat because it was right after finals, "she said. "We killed ourselves with dropped passes, missed shots and poor rebounding, and inopportune turnovers all over the court.

ND went on to lose to seventh-ranked Oklahoma, the eventual tournament champion, 57-53, on the second round of play.

"James Madison is for real," noted DiStanislao. "I wasn't surprised that they gave Oklahoma a good game. It was frustrating for us to get so close and not be able to beat them."

Irish continued from page 16

ND 59, Miami 53

MIAMI - The Irish wrapped up fifth place in the Miami Burger King Classic with a 59-53 victory over host Miami on Jan. 5, the final day of the tournament in the Knight Sports Complex.

Keys paced the Irish attack with 22 points, hitting on 10 of 17 shots from the field and pulling down eight rebounds, while Ebben chipped in with 10 points. Gavin had just two points, but grabbed five assists and made four steals while holding high-scoring Maria Rivera to 15 points.

"Against Miami we got another good game from Mary, particularly defensively," said DiStanislao. "We were fortunate because the three teams that we played in the tournament all had their strongest player in the backcourt. I was pleased to see us rebound from the opening loss and come back to play well.

The game was tied at 15 after eight minutes, but the Irish went on the backcourt.

Ebben had eight of those points.

The game was tied at 15 after eight minutes, but the Irish went on the backcourt.

Ebben had eight of those points.

The comfortable halftime lead enabled DiStanislao to give reserves some playing time in the second half. Every player got at least 11 minutes of action in the game.

Guard Jackie Benson led the Bobcats with 16 points, but no other player could net more than five points for Southwest Texas State. The Irish had seven players with at least six points.

DiStanislao experimented with her starting lineup in the game, inserting sophomore Beth Morrison at center in place of Botham, and sophomore Kathy Barron at guard in place of Benson. Morrison responded with seven points and five rebounds, while Barron added four points and four rebounds.

JMU 53, ND 51

MIAMI - The Irish started off 1986 with a heart-breaking 53-51 decision to James Madison on the first day of the Burger King Classic.

The Dukes took the lead for the first time since the opening minutes on a three-point play from forward Betsy Witman that put them up 30-28. They were flat because it was right after finals, "she said. "We killed ourselves with dropped passes, missed shots and poor rebounding, and inopportune turnovers all over the court.

ND went on to lose to seventh-ranked Oklahoma, the eventual tournament champion, 57-53, on the second round of play.

"James Madison is for real," noted DiStanislao. "I wasn't surprised that they gave Oklahoma a good game. It was frustrating for us to get so close and not be able to beat them."

March of Dimes

Round trip. Anywhere we go.

This Spring Break, if you and your friends are thinking about heading to the slopes, the beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound can take you there for only $99 or less, round trip.

From February 15 through April 27, all you do is show us your college student I.D. card when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days from the date of purchase.

So this Spring Break, get a real break. Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less.

For more information, call Greyhound.

March of Dimes
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Irish wrestlers gain experience and success in tournaments over break

By CHUCK FREEBY
Sports writer

The Notre Dame wrestling team received the best gift it could over Christmas break: experience and success.

Coach Fran McCann's young squad came out of the holidays performing well in two tournaments, posting a 1-2 dual meet record against top-flight competition.

The effort certainly brought a smile to McCann's face, as the holidays, performing well in two tournaments, before posting a 1-2 dual meet record against top-flight competition.
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The Student Activities Board Presents...

RISKY BUSINESS

Fri and Sat Jan 17 & 18

7,9,11 pm
$1

Remember to bring your sunglasses!

No Food or Beverages Allowed
By MARTY BURNS
and LARRY BURKE
Assistant Sports Editors

After a lengthy holiday road trip that saw them split four games, the Notre Dame women's basketball team was glad to return home to the ACC. "It was a stress fracture," Crowley said being the last of the Four Horsemen. "He's been ill for quite a while," he said in 1980. "The last time I saw him was Dec. 24, to raise the precedent of playing any game, even Notre Dame, for a game that we were sure we would want if we had a shot at post- season play.

Here is a recap of the last six Irish games.

ND 75, Marquette 42

The Irish were glad to be back on friendly ground Monday when they tipped off against Marquette at the ACC. Either that or they was just glad to be playing the Warriors.

After a disappointing road trip over the semester break, the Irish were glad to be headed home as they won at Rutgers. "We played a pretty good game and it was great to be back here playing at home again," said DiStanislao. "But we didn't put our entire game on the floor." It was a great homecoming for head coach Mary DiStanislao's troops.

"We played a pretty good game and it was great to be back here playing at home again," said DiStanislao. "But we're still far from achieving real consistency in our performances." This consistency could be no problem for the Irish in their up-tempo style of play. They ended the season as the ACC's top three-point shooting team, finishing the season at 43 percent.

One game our intensity would be down the stretch that helped Rutgers win the game. "We didn't put our entire game on the floor. But we didn't make our shots in the paint," said the sixth-year Notre Dame men's basketball coach. "In a tight game like this one, you've got to think about every possession. You can't afford a lot of mistakes."

This consistency could be no problem for the Irish in their up-tempo style of play. They ended the season as the ACC's top three-point shooting team, finishing the season at 43 percent.

Notre Dame's two-game winning streak ended Saturday as the Irish fell to South Carolina, however, as the Irish fell to the 18th-ranked Lady Knights, 69-63.

One game our intensity would be down the stretch that helped Rutgers win the game. "We didn't put our entire game on the floor. But we didn't make our shots in the paint," said the sixth-year Notre Dame men's basketball coach. "In a tight game like this one, you've got to think about every possession. You can't afford a lot of mistakes."

Rutgers 69, ND 61

For 34 minutes and 59 seconds in New Brunswick, N.J. last Thursday, the victory came as no surprise to Notre Dame, which hammered Marquette by 44 points earlier in the season, but it was a great homecoming nonetheless for head coach Mary DiStanislao's troops.

"We played a pretty good game and it was great to be back here playing at home again," said DiStanislao. "But we're still far from achieving real consistency in our performances." This consistency could be no problem for the Irish in their up-tempo style of play. They ended the season as the ACC's top three-point shooting team, finishing the season at 43 percent.

This consistency could be no problem for the Irish in their up-tempo style of play. They ended the season as the ACC's top three-point shooting team, finishing the season at 43 percent.

"But we didn't make our shots in the paint," said the sixth-year Notre Dame men's basketball coach. "In a tight game like this one, you've got to think about every possession. You can't afford a lot of mistakes."